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Abstract
The tremendous growth in {he mount of
iirfovmation availuble poses some key challwges
for ififormation Jltering und retrieval. Users not
only a p e d high quality and reler?unt information.
but also wish that the information be presented in
an as eficient way as possible. The tmditianal
jiltering methockis. howevel; only consider the
rrlevanl I M ~ M K So j document. These convepitionnl
methods jail to consider the eficiency of
(ioctimenis r e / r i w d , In this p u p c we propose 11
wcw algoviihm 10 c a h l a t e Q n i n c h called
documenl similuriry score bused on elements @the
document. Using the index, documeni pro@ will
be derived Any documenis wifh the similarify score
ahove a given threshold will he clustered. Uking
these pre-clustered documenis, information
filtering a n d retrieval can be made more cficient.
Expe~-imentalwsziits d e a d y .show our pvoposed
method tremenduusty improves the efiiciency of
irformation filtering and re!rievol. We also give an
example application OJ OUT proposed method in
business processes.

Keywords: elements, clustering, information
filtering, information retrieval, web crawlers,
search engine, World Wide Web. Business process.

1. Introduction
The amount of information in the world is
inercasing far inorc quickly than our ability to
process it. All of us have known the feeling of
k i n g overwhelmed by the number of new books,
journal articles, and confexnce proccedings
coming out each year. T h e is a need for new
technologies that can help us sift through all the
available information in a more efficient way.
Conventional filtering systems consider only the
relevance and importance to the users in different
ways without due consideration for efficiency.
However, as the system gets complicated, the
efficiency is also cruc.ial. Surveys have shown that

about 85% of users using search engines and search
service to find specific information are not satisfied
with the performance of the current generation of
search engines. The dissatisfaction arises from the
slow retrieval speed, communication delays and poor
quality of retrieved results [13.

In this paper, we propose a new efficient method
callcd Elements and Document Profile Based
Information Clustering, which can cluster more than
two documcnts, using elements of the documcnts.
Thz method invofvcs two stagcs: (i) Rcstrucbiring
Opcration, and (ii) Document Clustering. An
algorithm is appIied to compute a correlation score of
documents. The documents with the similarity score
above a given threshold will be clustered together. A

definition of document profile is derived. Then, all
the documents are clustered, based on the document
profile. Our proposed method computes the scores
independently of the number of documents. We also
illustrate how the proposed method can be
incorporated into an XML data retrieval architecture
in business processes.

2. Restructuring Uperation
The current conventional information fiftering
methods have mainly been focused on clustering two
docrrments [ 2 ] . There has not been much effort on
clustering more than two documents. To this end, we
propose in 'this paper a new algorithm so that
information filtering can be carried out in a morc
efficicnt way.
Currently, there are a number of metadata standards
proposed for web pages. Among them arc two wellpublicized, solid efforts: the Dublin Core Metadata
standard and thc Warwick frameword. The Dublin
Core is a 15-Element Metadata Element Set proposed
to facilitate fast and accurate. infomation retrieval on
the Internet [3]. in the paper, we propose a
restructuring operation by using keywords appearing
in the elements of the documents. Those keywords
will be matching the search query when web visitors
search on the Internet. Keywords are given different
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wcights ranging from 0 to 1 (inclusivc), dcpending
on which element this keyword is in. Using
scnsitivity analysis, thc weights arc calibratcd by
thc system designer, based on the importance and
relevance of the keyword concerned. For example,
the keyword appearjng in the element Title should
have a higher weight than the one appearing in the
element Content.

documents clustering. The subsections arc organized
as follows: section 3.1 presents the approach of
calculation of similarity score. Thcn thc documcnt
profiles will be derived in section 3.2. Finally, the kmean clustering algorithm [4] will be applied.
3.1 Computation of similarity score

To compute the similarity score of documents, we
initially selcct some keywords appcaring in those
documents. Each keyword is assigned a weight,
ranging form 0 to I , as mentioned previously. For
example, the weight in the element Title should be
higher than that in the element Description, while the
weight in the element Description should be higher
than that in the clenierit content. The number of times
that word appearing in the document also affects the
value of rclevancc among documcnts.

n

Table I shows an example of the number of times a
keyword appearing in the elements (namely Title,
Subject, Description, Content, and Reference) of a
particular document, which i s indicated by document
ID (d).

Table 1. Number of times that keywords appear in
the elements of a particular document.

Figure 1. Restructuring operation and
clustering of documents
Figure I shows the idea of restructuring operation
of documents. On the top level of this tree structure
are keywords in relation to some documents, which
are on the second level. The third level contains
elements of the document. The numbers on the
bottom level represent the number of times that
keyword appears in that element. The documents
are clustered based on the word in the elements of
the document after the restructuring operation.
(The proposed method will be further discussed in
the next section.) In this way, when a user enters a
keyword to search information, the pre-clustered
documents will be utilized in an efficient way. For
cxamplc, the clustcrs shown in Figurc 1 are: (i)
documents 1 , 15, 18 and 22, (ii) documents 2, 3
and 4, (iii) documents 7, 8 and 10.

3. Document Clustering
We have proposed a restructuring operation to
cluster documents in the previous section. In this
section, we will discuss the second stage of our
proposed method: the algorithm and technique of
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The similarity score is computed as the sum of all
product of keyword weight and the number of times
that keyword appears in the document, using the
following formula:

Where:

SS is the similarity score of a document based on
the keyword K.
K is the keyword appearing in the element j o f
the document (1 j
n).
W Ki is the pre-defined weight of the keyword
K i appearing in the clement j , dctermined by a
system administrator via sensitivity analysis.
Count Ki is the number of times that the keyword
K appearing in the element j of the documcnt.

For instance (in Table I), for the document ID 21, the
keyword “fikring” appears in the element Title once,
Subject twice, in Description twice, Content 10 times
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acccpTabIe €or a documcnt to rclatc to that
keyword.

and Rcfercncc 3 times. The similarity score of
document ID 21 based on the keyword “filtering”
is computed as follows:

If SS ( d , K ) is less than S s thrP.kdd , then the keyword
K is not applicable to the profile of the document d,
represcntcd by 0 in thc document profilc Tablc. From
formula (2>, each document can have a profile based
on the keywords and similarity score calculated by
formula (I). For exatnple, if a given threshold is 9,
the profile of document 21 is:

SS ( 2 I , Jiirering =
(0.99*1+0.8*2+0.7*2+0.5*10+0.4*9)

12.59

Using formula (1). The similarity score (SS) for a11
the documents in Table 1 can be calculated and the
results are shown in Table 2.

DP (21) = ((filtering, I2.59), (clustering, I I .59),
(item, 9)).

Table 2. Similarity score of documents
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are v a r i o u s clustering algorithms
available. In this paper, we use t h e s a m e
concept as in the k-mean algorithm [4)to split
a s e t of documents into some desired clusters.
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Furthermore, the similarity score of a document
based on various keywords can also be computed.
Table 3 shows the SS of document ID 21 in terms
of keywords “filtering”, “clustering”, “data” and
“item”:

Table 3. Similarity score of document 1D 21 in
terms o f various keywords

The basic idea of K-mean i s to find a single partition
of the data, which has k number of clusters such that
objects in thc same cluster arc close to each other in
somc sense, and those in diffcrcnt clusters are distant.
In our case, numbers of thc clusters depend 011 the
Value Of ss threshold .

Using the document profile proposed in
Section 3.2, we c a n measure t h e correlation of
similarity score among the documents. Based
on this correlation, the documents will be
clustered. Table 4 shows the document profile
for the example documents shown in Table 1.
Table 4: Document profile

D

I

3.2 Deriving document profile (DP)
From the calculation of similarity score, the
document profile can be derived as follows:

DP(d) = { ( K , S S ( ~ . K/JI C E

ss fllhr.r.vhul‘f}

c, S S ( ~ . K ) ~
(2)

Where:

D denotes a document ID.
K denotes a keyword.
C IS a set of all keywords to which the
document can be related.
S S ( d , K ) IS thc similarity scorc for document d
for the keyword K.
SS rhrvshoid is the minimum similarity score
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In our example, the objects of clustering are the
documents and the keyword appearing in the
elements of the documents (i.e. the document
profile). Therefore, the documents in the same cluster
will be considered as relevant to that keyword that is
the documents in the same cluster contain relcvant,
intcr-related information, based on one or morc
kcjwords .
For example, if the given threshold is 9, then the
document 21 i s not relevant to the keyword “data”,
while document 45 is not relevant to the keyword
“item”. The final pass of the algorithm produces the
clusters of (21, 45) for the keyword “filtering”, (21,
567) for the keyword “item”, (45, 567) for the
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“Information”, “Technology”, “Sports”, “Special”,
and “Health”; and SSthrpsho‘d = 0.9) are summarized
in Table 5 , showing the comparisons between the
times of retrieving a document structured and
clustcred using our proposed method and the times of
retrieving thc same documcnt without using our
proposed method. The results clearly show our
proposed method improves the eficiency of
information filtering and retrieval in milliseconds
based on a size of lOOk databases. Therefore, the
efficiency of retrieving keywords in a large sized
database will be tremendously improved.

kcyword “data”

4. Experimentation
4.1 System Design
An experimental system (including a web crawler)
is designed to evaluate the performance of the
proposed method. The web crawler is implemented
with a COM object that starts from a URL
specified by the tIser and foIfows the outgoing links
to scarch for the givcn kcywords. In this paper, for
a givcn kcyword, the similarity score of cach LRL
located will bc computed using our proposcd
algorithm. If the similarity score (SS) is greater
than the given threshold (SS ihwrhold), then the
keywords, similarity score and URL will be stored
in the documenr profile (DP) using XML. The
WRLs associated with keywords are then clustered
and indexed as in the second stage of our proposed
method. The web crawlers will keep searching
keyword one by one until the number of web pages
crawled reaches a user-specified limit. The
architecture is shown in Figure 2.
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Table 5. Experimental results
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Hence, the DP contains the index of all documents,
which have undergone restructuring and clustering
operations using our proposed method, as shown in
Figure 1. On the other hand, the web crawler in
our experimentation mimics a search on documents
without restructuring and clustering.

Figure 3. Diagram o f experimental results

4.2 ExperimentaI Results
Tests are conducted on a Pentium 4 computer with
2.0 GHz processor, 248 MB of RAM, Windows XP
operating system.

Figure 4 shows the clustered and non-clustered
documents. The clustered documents are structured
with the similarity score calculated, while the nonclustered documents are scattered without similarity
score calculated.

The quantitative results (using the keywords
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bc implemented and integrated into our existing
XML data retrieval architecture for business
processes. If an organization has a huge data
repository, it is hard for its employees to absorb and
have access to all the necessary information. It is also
hard for the company to. monitor the information
retrieved by its employees. Our proposed information
filtering method aims to help companies to provide
its employees or customers with information that is
necessary, accurate and efficient.

For the purpose of this implementation we use XML

e
-----.
,

I

Figure 4. The clustered and not-clustered XML

5. A Business Application: XML Data
Retrieval Architecture

files, XSLT, Native XML database (Xindice), Java,
Java Beans, JSP, XML Parser (Xerces), Xalan (XSLT
Processor, for converting XML to HTML) and
Tomcat application server. XML was created so that
richly structured documents could be used over the
web. We used Xindicc from the Apache group for the
native XML database because it is open source and
easy to store and retrieve XML databascs. We used
lava for conncctivity with database bccause Xindice
is designed in Java and much easier in connectivity.
JSP pages are used €or user representation purposes.
JSP and Java are more compatible when running on
Tomcat web server.

The proposed document similarity algorithm can

HTTP Request/

Response

Database

OoCument
similarity
algorithm

lava
(Java Beans)

Parser

Processor

(Xerces)

Application Server
Host Jsp Page5
Servfets

Web Browser
(Graphical User
Interface)

Figure 5. The XML data retrieval architecture in business processes

Figure 5 shows the architecture of XML data
retrieval in business processes based on our
proposed document similarity algorithm. The
architecture shows how data can be retrieved and
stared through a user interface. As can be seen
from Figure 5, the retrieval and storing of XML
data involves the following steps: (I) connectivity
of Xindice with Java (ii) filtering and clustering of
XML data on retrieval, and (iii) parsing and
transformation of retrieved XML data, and
representation of the data on the web application
server. Basicafly the data retrieval architecture is
composed of three tiers: an XML database
(Xindice from Apache) and Java on the backend,
an application server in the middle tier, and a

browser for the front-end to display the results. The
parser and processors are part of the Java backend
t1er.
The user interface or presentation part is used far
dispiay purposes; user will interact with this part, The
user selects necessary information, and the system
will run the query to retrieve XML database from
Xindice. The Java Bean plays the role of a middle
tier, which is responsible for database connectivity
and document filtering based on algorithm. The XML
data then processed and transformed into XSLT
format and represcnted in JSP pages on the wcb.
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6. Conclusion

[8]

Robertson. S. and Walker. S., “Threshold settirlg in
adaptive filtering”, Journal of Documentation, 2000,

In this paper, we propose

[9]

P. Resnick et al., “GroupLen<:An Open Architecture
for Collaborative Fiitenng of Newnews:, Proc. ACM
1994 Cmfi Compuler Stpporred Cooperative Work,
ACM Press, 1994, pp. 175-186.

56,3:312-331.

and
profile based information clustering method. This
new method computes the correlation similarity
score among documents. The document with
similarity score above a given threshold will be
clustered. Then we derive the document profile
based on the similarity score. Therefore, the
document will be clustered based on different
keywords. Although some clustering methods have
been proposed, there has not been much focus on
clustering more than two documents. Our approach
computes similarity score and derives document
profile oftline. The documents are clustered and
this makes information retrieval more efficient.
The experimental results have shown significant
diffcrcnccs betwccn the document rctricval times
using our method and the retrieval times without
using our mcthod. Wc also discuss how the
proposed filtering method can be incorporated into
our existing Xh4L data rctricval architecture. For
future research, we would like to investigate how
this method can be optimized.
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